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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER
•

Register, Est. May, 1896.
Standard, Est. April 1884.

PADEVAH, KY., TUESDAY liORNING, DECEMBER 11,19)6

„
VOL. 23 NUMBER 495
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PROMINENT PHYSICIAN WAS, AIR APPARATUS WARRANT ISSUED INVENTORY TAKEN POSTPONED ON AC•
CLAIMED BY THE REAPER REFUSED TO
FOR I VIEILLE
OF CORDON
COUNT OF
Br. J. Robert Coleman Passed Away Yesterday Wiling After a Lingering Illness With Bright's
Disease---A Leading Citizen Eminent
Protessional Man and Prominent Lodgeman
wnlb
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THE CITY OF PADUCAH SUFFERS A
-DISTINCT BLOW BY HIS DISSOLUTION
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WILD TRAIN CRASHED INTO CONCERN IS CaHARGED WITN DOCUMENTS FILED YESTER- COUNTY TEACHERS WILL NOT
ON
OPEN
KEEPING
DAY IN THE COUNTY
LIGHT ENGINE YESUNTIL
MEET
IN
TERDAY.
COURT
SleSIIATH.
JANUARY.
ss.

RETAIL CLERKS' UNION
SEVERAL ABOARD WERE
MANY SETTLEMENTS
THIS MONTH'S GATHERIN8
PAINFULLY INJURED
IS PUSHING MATTER
WERE DISPOSED OF
HAS BEEN CALLED OFF

AIR PUMP REFUSED TO OPER Ifft. STREET'S DOG GONE, AND E. B. SEDBERRY QUALIFIED AS SUPERINTENDENT PREPARING
MR. GLEAVES' WHEEL
ATE. ON INCOMING MEMTO MAKE NORMAL
GUARDIAN OF NELLIE SEDAP.4 •t
'1"Ifag:
• •
KISSING.
, PHIS TRAIN.
BERRY
POINTMENTS.
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The passenger train was brought being made and the Sabbath thereby January session, were for Laura! attend the State ?Avenel college 'from,
ttse room, but last week he became ing at 10:30 o'clock preach the serlediast and calmly awaited the sat vices at residence on West Jeffer- into this city by Engineer Mike violated, the union lad the matter Gainer, Jessie Rudd, Emma Rudd, this city and county. Each county its
summon' Valid! Sends deep-seated role where there will be present the Kelly, with engine No. 244. John before the police and Judge David Daisy Rudd, Willie - Rudd and Os- Kentucky is ciititkd an send so many
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meeting two weeks ago
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Licensed To Marry.
versity of Louisville and graduated cahans will probably get back about mcant, 3tith1i threw his throttle wide f being drunk and disorderly.
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Frank Floyd. aged 22 and Lillie auperintendent ofa the rural diattict
,twenty-three years ago. being at the 5 o'clock this afternoon.
open in an attempt to send his light
Dr. Cipleman was possessed of engine shooting up the main line se,
Mac Craft, aged 17. of this city. schools in each county is to name an
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head of his class, and started his
career With collegiate honors. Until very keen wit. exceeditik sharp at the wild passenger train would not
Gleaves yesterday reported to were granted a license by the clerk' organizer for eath magisterial, teeriJuly. TQOP, the deeeased practiced his repartee, and has presidad as toast- crash into him. The tracks were so the department that his boy had left to marry.
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Aaron Butler his filed in the cir- along this line. He will name his asay, and on returning for it dissovHis reputation as a learned phy- dinner speaker, excellent Joke tiler, This brought the wild train to
red someone had stolen the bike cuit court suit against Millie Vaugh- sistants so Ihef can start organizing
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the
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action
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everybody Who found in aim that
by several acres. He now seeks to wall be taken to Benton for inter.
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chivalry. courteousness ana gallantry the deatht of the late Dr. J. Robert
Ill.
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of
Sellars
Betty
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force
the defendants to give him a ment. Mr. Tolbert is the special poby today the delinquents who
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bruised about the head. Fireman 11 If
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deed
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He
gentleman.
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engine ave not paid this year's city license
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not
they
*do
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liquidate
especially well though of among the Many of the physicians were in attrain in, jumped and had
the
bringing
misfortune to lose his twins.
eulogistic
nd convicted in the police court. Ti'
ptofeshon evetywhere, as he was cor- tendance and several
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hiss right wrist sprained and face
few
a
days
been
issued
have
arrants
'responding seeFetary of the South- speeches were made with much effect,
cut. The others of the passengers
west Kenaucky, Medical society in as the doctors fel deeply the loss
those who have not paid are being Claude Benton Found Gockel's Fist
t ut
got a good shaking up.
DRY
HOUSES.
riven
in$6, the first vice-president in 189o, of their estemd brother, who wag
a little time in which to pay
Not as Soft as Latter's Loaves
was
234
engine
of'
tank
The water
and president in .ttlgt. the.: West held in the closest of affection by
p.
of Bread.
smashed, as was the cowcatcher on t
Carpenter Louis Green Commences
Tennessee'Medical Association nt one every member of the society.
engine 244. The collision brought
on the Work Immediately.
time honored hith Mt/ the vice
During the session a committee of the passenger train to a standstill
Claude Benton "got his" yesterday
:presidency,- while he occupied the Dr. J. G. 'Brooks, Dr. J. T. RedBETTER.
liTTLE
in
'willing
of
thrashthe
two
shape
engines
damaged
both
and as soon as
The fire committee of the council
executive chrir for the Calloway dick and Dr. H. G. Reynolds was
ings by Baker Henry .Gockel of
could be taken' to, the shops, another
yesterday
Only
and aldermaiaic bodies
-county- afedical organization.
selected to draft resolutions of re- fresh engine wail brought out and
South
Third
had
street.
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Benton
Condition
Lenora Gibson's
Green
to
Louis
Carpenter
awarded
two years ago he was peesident of the spect, while today many of the phyjag on and went up and down South
took the coaches op to Louisville
Lends Great Encouragement.
the contract of
street,
720
of
Jones
ra atteClachen, County Medical society sicians will go down to Murray to
keep
to
enough
Third, entering business houses and
The injuries were mist
;
building the long frame "chutes"that
awhile the history of ev-pretidents of attend the funeral services.
anyone here •exceitt Conductor West' t This morning at 3 o'clock word cursing everybody. He tried this on
volume
will be used to dry fire hose at each
valued
that aasociation, i
fall.
prom Riverside hospital was that Mr. Gockel, who gave him a good of the braneh stationhouses over the
prized highly by the profession, and
hiss Lenore Gibson was resting u-hipping. Benton then left, entered city. His bid was $48,a, and the
the result of the bright mind of Dr. —The fire at' 3 o'clock Sunday
Weil and seemed to be shghtli itn- Srgenfelter's saloon and got into affairs will each be i2x8'feet and 56
'Colemjri.
niorning Consumed a frame cottage
commemHanukah.
of
Feast
--The
aa oompared to her. con- t:ouble with the bartender, who feet long. They will lie slanting behabchda
Besides attaining an exalted posi208 Hayes avenue, in tiSeehialcsMac- dition of yesterday. The doetors have eiccted him. Benton then thought hind each stationhonse, and the hose
tion amid the medical rank- Dr burg. It belonged to Mr. Lon Bar- drative of the victories of the
Syrian not given up hope of saying her, Gockel had not treated him right, so stretched out inside, this slant causColeman was a gifted musician it'd nes, (he stfip carpenter. No one oc- cabees over the hosts of the
be and feel greatly encouraged over her went back to the bakery and raised ing the water to drain frotn,the hse
excellent writer, many unusually fine eapied it. The loss was about $25o. King Antiaohus Papephanot will
at state. She is 'the young lady who the mischief, while the proprietor did which will then Ere thoroughly dried
•ning
rAta
Sunday
next
pootical compositions coming from
rains Sunday' night caused eilebrated
Temple
at
services
with
accidentally shot herself on West a "little raising" also, it being in the with electrical driers arranged for
with
in
o'clock
wieled
he
pen,
which
talented
his
the sides of the sewer trenches to
nature of several more ticks for the this purpose. If water remains inside
great erTect as a pasttime during his cave iii on Jackson between Twelfth Isreal. the children wanducting the Tennessee , street Saturday night.,
black eye given iBenten, who was the hose after a fire the hose rots
tomorrow,
fang
feast
The
a
of
modest
worship.
spare moments. Being
and Thirteenth, and out on West Ten
—Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Smith of finally arrested and locked up by Of- very ,rapidly. The little affairs' wilt
disposition he would never consent Retiree street. The men are digging; alit will not he celebrated until Sun'ficer Terrell.
be finashed by the last of this month..
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FAiOND CASES WENT
COPING WITH
SPECIAL HOLIDAY(
UP IN CLOWD OF SMOKE YELLOW PERIL

PRICES

iogr"

ORAND JURY THREW OUTSH E CASE CHARGING MAY JOHNSON AND LOLA TAYLO WITH STEALING THE DIAMOND GERMANY AND AMER
ICA TO
STUD OF J. B. LALLY, A DR UMMER, WHILE THE LATTER
ACT HARMONIOUSLY IF
WAS IN THE GIRLS' ROOM ABOVE THE PALMER LIVJAPAN SHOULD MEERY STABLE—MATTHEW S COTT, WAS ALSO DISMISSED
NACE WHITE
By THE JURY, WHILE "TRUE BILLS" WERE RETURNED
RACE.
AGAINST ROBERT ROGERS AND WESLEY PINNINGTON.
•

Solid

Gold

Watch

Movement
20

Year

Elgin
SiS

Gold

Filled

Elgin movement

Case
119-75

Genuine Rogers Ten Spoons

SpeCIFIL STIL6
Some of our up-to-date wallpaper
in all caters and designs, from z%
cents per roll up.
WE WILL SELL AT THOSE
PRICES FOR THE NEXT
WEEKS ONLY,

Call and examine our line and get
first choice of the Big Bargain
prices in pictures of every description from the tiny water colors to
the handsome hand painted pastels
and water colors large and small.
Some nice Picturen in the line.
Special price to cents.

' London, Dec. to.—It is suspected
7Sc SetThe grand jury has dismissed the against Matthew Scott, who was at the foreign office and
the American
charge against May Johnson and Lola accused of stealing a watch and pis- embassy that systematic
CiFenuine Rogers' Knives an
efforts are in
Johnson, the two young girls who tol from the home of Margaret Bell progrest in some quarte
rs to cement
Forks $3.19 a set.
were charged with robbing J. B colored, of Twelfth and 'Madison Anglo-American relations. Preside
tilt
Lally, of his diamond stud.
The streets. Scott is a negro.
BUILDING PAPER.
Roosevelt is represented as being in
Oct our prices on solid gold
charge could not be substantiated and
close and confidential communication
Enough to cover • room for soc,
Lockets.
the jury dropped the matter.
with the kaiser, and as favoring an
7$c and $: per room. Make your
Lally is a drummer for the "Paraunderstanding between Geertnany and
True Bills Returned.
Solid Gold Rings—Our Stock
room warm and conafortable while
camph" people, and travels out of
Albert Rogers was indicted on the America to act i nharmon yif Japan
Picture frames and picture mouldthe sale is on.
Louisville where he has a family charge of obtaining money by false should menace the
ing its all colors. Picture frames
Is Complete. Our Prices Can't
white race. In
One night he visited the rooms oc- pretenses and the c/se set down for the house of commons
made to any use on short notice.
Sir Edward
Be Beat.
cupied by these girls on ,the second trial next Friday. Charles Norwood Grey, secretary of state
Special priced frames to cents each
INDIAN LEATHER GOODS,
for foreign
floor above The Palmer transfer com- charges that Rogers brought a bicycle affairs was asked 'f he had
to 'Ws° per frame.
BURNT TABLE COVERS.
heard that
pany's stable on Jefferson between to him and sold it for seventy-five in the event of a war involv
J. A. KONETZEA.
BANNERS MATCH SCRATCHing GerFours and Fifth streets. After he cents to Norwood, Rogers contending many, the German mercha
nt marine
ERS.
Window shades in all colors, made
Jeweler and Optician.
left the place he missed his stud the bike was his own property, when would be taken under the prolec
tron
▪ POST CARDS.
to order in any size, on abort
while in The Palmer barroom, and it afterwards developed the wheel be- of the American flag.
A fine assortment.
notice.
had the girls arrested on the charge longed to some other. Rogers is the
Sir Edward replied in the negative
that one of them stole the sparkler young fellowl who is now serving a Afterward the gossip of
the members
while she was hugging him.
one month term in the county jail for in the lobby centered upon the putTO GItT Thin PRICAS MENTION THE PAPE&
The girls were out on their personal stealing some garments from B ale as to the origin of sue-h a report
bond and returned to their homes Weille & Son, while Rogers was in Late dispatches from New
York inIN WHICH YOU SIX THIS AD
the Taylor girl being the daughter of the employ of this firm, as delivery dicate an attempt to circula
te the noa Greenville. Tenn., minister, and the boy
tion in America that the Anglo-JapJohnson girl the daughter of a well
Wesley Pinnington was indicted on anese alliance of August, ices, "conknown farmer of the Boaz station the charge of cutting Walter Shan- tains no clause relieving
the British
neighborhood.
non. This charge goes to trial to- people of the necessity of supporting
Remomber the place.
The jury also dismissed the charge morrow.
the Japanese should the latter come
in conflict with the United States."
Such a notion, according to official
information, entirely misrepresents
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Oneida, Otter Creek, and White's
Then she helped him back to shore, ty. The trained aninoal feattwe will
when the madman drew a
Creek, and the combined majority is country
ffe
was taken to a hospital.
pasThe
firing.
and
began
be emphasizes as never before."
5- 05. The whisky men gave up the revolver
The girl returned home, changed
Ringling Bros. now control practiand bedoor
to
the
rushed
sengers
fight several days ago.
came jammed in a huddled mass. As her clothes and went on about her cally the whole circus world. Their
main offices are located in Chicago.
fast as McNeil emptied his revolver household duties.
Drys Have Gained Victory.
shows are wintering in Baraboo,
The
firing
and
continued
it
reloaded
he
Williamsburg. Ky Dec. to.—Fifwel
oil
an
to
is
investigate
well
Wis.;
Columbus, 0., and New Orcar
stopped.
The
leen out of twenty-three precincts into the crowd.
that won't bear looking into.
leans.
man
the
grabbed
turned,
ones
Bolder
gave 1,886 majority dry in Saturday's
•
and threw him from the car. McNeil
local option election.
Some men are as anxious to get
Nightmares are evidently in the
pasthe
firing,
-continued
and
up
got
'
nto the limelight as others are ta dark-horse class.
sengers taking refuge under the seats.
Logan Goes Dry.
dodge it.
Russellville, Ky., Dec. to.—In .,the Levins, t& hero of the hour, leaped
local option elettion held in Logan from the car and started a revolver
county Saturday, the drys won by a duel with the maniac, finally putting
majority of nearly 2,00.
a bullet through his head. McNeil
will die.
-SIGN ANTI-BAILEY PETITION
Big Auto Used to Run Press.
. of Opposition to Texas Sen'Leaders
New York! Dec to.—The electeie
ator Claim too,000 Names.
motor which is used to drive the press
.— •
—
in the office of the State Island AdAustin, Tex., Dec. to.—Petitions vocate, in West Brighton, broke
ire being circulated in every coun- down Saturday. and an. expert found
t, in Texas callititg upOn members that it would have to be sent to Phil,.
-Of the legislature , to vote against adelphia for repairs.
Shod Strong and Evenly
tie re-election of lienator J. W. BallJohn Crawford. Jr., the editor, found
Are Sure Fire,
*. It is claimed by the leaders of that no other office in State Island
e anti-Bailey` movement that up could print his sixteerohage paper,
Will, Stand Reloading.
o last nialit more than toonoo signa- So he took his 35-horsepower automof
to these pe- bile up alongside the building, had a
• res had been received
.
ations.
hole knocked through the wall and
the shaft of hOi press. run out. A
tale E.1 wwhik
.
46.
Diseance lends enchantment "ia
',alley was twhei, aii,uat:d to thc sh:f.
I
i view of a _friend :whet is 'always inof the antolnotialr, and the paper was
_
._
brought out sum:Mistily.
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While you are thinking ot; Christmas presents (0
not overlook the fact that you can find a great
many substantial and well made children's presents
at HANK BROS. which are so much better thin
the cheap flimsy articles that are only good for a
few days at most why not pay a little more and
buy them some things that will last. HANK BROS.
have a nice line such as
EXPRESS WAGONS.
VELOCIPEDES.
CARTS.
SHOO FLIES.
WHEEL BARROWS.'
IRISH MAILS.
CHILDS KNIVES ANDFORKS.

e

SLEDS.
SKATE&
TOOL CHESTS.
TOY RANGE&
CAP PISTOLS.
AIR RIFLES.
BOY AXES.

IF IT IS SOMETHING YOU WANT FOR FATHER, MOTHER,
BROTHER OR SISTER LOOK OVER THE FOLLOWING LIST
OF USEFUL AND SERVICEABLE PRESENTS OF

WHICH

HANK BROS. ARE SHOWING SOME EXCEPTIONAL GOOD
VALUES AND PRETTY PATTERNS.
POCKET KNIVES.
TABLE CUTTLERY.
SILVER KNIVES AND FORKS.
EILVER TABLE SPOONS.
SILVER TEA SPOONS.
CARVING SETS.
RAZORS.
RAZOR STRAPS.

I

COAL VASES.
NUT CRACKERS AND
PICKS.
SHOT GUNS.
RIFLES.
AMMUNITI9N.
BLANK CARTRIDGES.
CARRIAGE HEATERS.
SAFETY RAZORS.

DO NOR PUT OFF, BUT BUY NOW AND
HAVE THEM LAID ASIDE. WE WILL IDELIVIER WHINIVILR. YOU SAY.

HANK BROS.
218 Broadway
Christmas
Presents
Why not buy useful presents
for your children.

Ube
hi nvit Brand

ao—

STEEL SHOD SHO),I.
IS AT ONCE A USEFUL AND A NECESSARY ARTICLE FOR
THE CHILDREN. WITH A PAIR .OF STEEL SHOD SHdES
THEY ALWAYS HAVE DRY FEET.
Tht child as well as anyone else appreciates a good shoe. Therefore if
you want to please them and also buy
an article of usefulness make them
a present of a pair of these celebrated
shoes.

Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BR.OADWAY
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER—THAT'S QUALITY,"
5.

A. S DABNEY

. K. HENDRICKf
J. G. MILLER

—DENTIST—

WM. MARBLE
Truehart Building

Hendrick, Mille)
atz, Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of • the
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms r, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build5a3 I.-"2 Broadway.

TEL. 511 R

0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent. '1
• -I
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone egg Red.
PADUCAH,

KENTINE:ii
as.„`
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own schools in its own way, and the
11
protest which has come up from the 4.
1press of the country tells us plainly • PERSONAL MENTION.
41
4.
that he has burned his fingers."
41 41. 41. 4. 4. 4. 4• 4/ 41 4. 41 41 4/ 41. .11. ip

PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.

PEPPERED IN !RETURNS FROM MAY, BE SOME
FACE BY SHOT
CALIFORNIA FEW- CHANCES

lifir.'Lee Andrews left yesterday to
Se,nator Joseph W. Bailey, of
visit his mother in Bardwell.
Texas, is encountering many ob(Incorporated.)
4brs. Sol Lesser has returned from
stacles in his efforts for ee-election. visiting in Arkansas.
MR. HORACE ENGLISH WAS COLONEL RICHARD SUTHER- SOME OF THE PATROLMEN
At Register Building, 523 Broadway He may pull through, but even if he
Mr., Herbert C. Hoover, is in JackLAND CAME BACK LAST
NOT SERIOUSLY INAND FIREMEN MAY BE
Tenn., on business
JURED
EVENING.
DROPPED
does, his days of usefulness are over, son,
Mrs. Fannie Allard will arrive this
President
'
JAMES E. WILHELM,
;As a public servant the people will week from New York where she has
Treasurer
JOHN .WILIIELM,
uut stand for, the taint of trust been residing the past year with her He and a Friend
Were Out Hunting, Mr. and Mrs. Englert Have Taken Last Night the Commissioners AdSecretary
WILHELM,
ROBERT S.
money that is looming, up in no small son Mr. 011ie Allard, who will return
When Latter Fired Too Close
Up Their Home in Portion°
journed to Meet on Call of
her to spend the holidays
proportions in connectin uith Bailey's here with
to
English's
Face.
Where
. Mayor Yeiacr.
They
Will
Reside.
Miss lielen Dunn of Stnithland is
Entered at the Postoffice of Padupolitical pull may enable visiting Mrs. Frank Phillips of South
His
name.
matter
mail
cab, Ky., as second-class
him to clinch the nomination, but the Fourth.
Colonel Richard Sutherland, of the
Paducah friends are glad to learn
It is more than -probable that quite.
1147 John Garrison, the loathe', man
ffsoo country at' large is of the opinion that
One Year
Illinois
Central
po- a number of changes will be made in
railroad,
English
and
Horace
was
also
not
that
Mr.
'river
Hafebie
Itsts-teturnal
from
•
2.3o 13ailey's place is a seat way back where he 4'putting up 'his eaw mill. seriously ipjured two weeks ago by lice and fire commissioner for this the police and fire departments when
Six Months
1.25 where he will not be heard in publito .s Mrs. Mine Moss Wheat returned getting shot.
Mr. 64,;attuned last night at 8 o'clock the commissioners meet the last of
His brother,
Three Months
Bailey is said to have received 4. last night from visiting at Wood- Claude English, has returned from from California where he was call- thii. month to name.the patrolmen
.zo
Ona week
Marion, Ill., where he was called by ed nearly two months ago by the and stationmen to serve during 1907
fee of $250o000 from the oil trust, and ville, Ky.
went
Freeland
yesterdayi
illness of his daughter, Miss Clausie in the respective departments. One
J.
accident.
C.
Dr.
the
fees
paper
this
such
receive
Anyone failing to
as he never received any
to Memphis, Tenn., on business.
When the shooting occurred "Mr. Sutherland, who last week was mar- city official yesterday said he under'regularly should report the !natter to before or since, the concensus of opLawyer Wm. Marble was yesterday Claude English, of she Micheal Bro- ried to Mr. William Englert of this stood that the commissioliers intend.°
The Register Office sit once. Tele- inion is that the fee was more for his in Kuttawa on business.
Mr. Sutherland left
thers leatherworking establishment city.
Perit- ed dropping from each, department
Mr. Joe Walker of the I. C. yester- of Broadway and Second street, re- onea Cal., last Wednesday and has several men Who seem to have quite
phone Cumberland 318.
political influence es a public ofday returned to Princeton, after visit- ceived a telegram summoning him to been on the road constantly ever a failing for their whiskey toddies
ficial than for his ,ability as a lawing relatives here.
Marion, the message simply announc- since, therefore he is pretty well and beer, to the extent that it may
yer.
Miss Daisy Hollmon of Adams ing that the other was badly shot, worn out. lie will not resume his scmetimes interfere with the perLorstreet, is visiting in Union City Naturally this frightened all his iltifes at the shop until he rests up mance of their dutis.
It is not
Tenn.
relish
not
eid
friends and relatives here, and Mr. a day or two.
known who these are, but as the
twin
rephblican
The
rnett was sere yes- Claude English
Hon. Henry
When his daughter was ill during cemmissioners are always plain and
immeduitely went
the swat given it, and is now making terday from Louisville.
Marion. Arriving there. he October, and Messrs Sutherland and open in their positions, the result of
over
to
reit
crawfish,
Mr. Wm. Eades left yesterday for
Tuomdar Morning, omlember ii, soo6. faces. In order to
learned that the day before his broth Englert were summonel to her bed- their deliberations will be known
sorts to fabricating. It is a common Greenville, Ky.
cr and -another leatherworker hail side, they found she suffered a ner- when they meet the last of the month
Mr. M. J. LaRue is here from the
failing of the young to become imgone hunting in the country and vous collapse, probably due to woe, 01 course, if any changes are made,
onprofesaional Conduct
South to again work for the I. C.
ry at being away from her relatives some may be let out who are not ads•
ued with the idea that they have
M. S. Tyler Adams has returned young English was. shot, but not serhere, her sojourn In that climate dicted. to drink.
Two...lawyers of' Chattanooga have
iously.
The
him
in
one
the
with
downa
with
tail
the
Illinois.
by
world
in
business
trip
from
a
the
being necessary on account of her bad
The commissioners were to hate
been ta•ought to account, says the
Mr. T. H. Blela of the Hardy Buggy field quickly raised his gun to fire
hill pull, but in 'course of time the
health.
She
is
at
a
the
firedischarged
bird.
now
held
He
their regular monthly session
steadily
improvmorning
returned
yesterday
factory,
Nashville Banner, at the instance of swelling is sometimes reduced.
arm a little too close to the fact ol ing and the first of last week was last evening at the City Hall, 'Mei 410:
points
and
on
from
a
other
Cairo
the Chattanooga bar, for unprofesyoung English, and when the shot united in marriage to Mr. Englert at !y Members John Bondi and Jesse
drumming trip.
sional conduct. Judge Allison, after
&in Samuel Levy returned yester- spread about ten of them peppered Los Angeles. Immediately after the Gilbert were present, Commissioner
The action of the Burlington syshearing, the evidence, severely reprithe face of English. who had physi- ceremony the couple went to Pam - Mann Clark being ill, while the othtem of railroads in abandoning high day morning from St. Louis,
ono, thirty miles from Los Angeles, er member, Colonel Dick Sutherland,
cians to pick them out.
manded the defendants, withholding
Mios
Butterfield,
Minerva
the
speed schedules for the safety of the milliner, left Sunday for her home in
and entered housekeeping.
They did not get back from Califorma last
the sentence of disbarment on acwill
traveling public, is an example that Chicago to be gone until spring.
make
their
home
there,
Mr.
En- night until after the two ragnbors.
STREET CAR RUNS WILD,
count of their youth and previous
alert taking a position with a leath- Messrs.- Bonds and Gilbert, adjournDr. D. G. MAirgell and wife neturned
should be foltowed by every railroad
good record. Following are some exLeaves Track at Evansville. Climbs reworking arm of Pinion°. Mrs. En- ed the gathering. The adjournment
in the country. This is a fast age and Sunday from visiting in Louisiana.
gle-et is slowly recoverino her health was taken with the unaerstanding
cerpts from the judge's opinion:
%actor Van de Male left
Colonel
Walk and Enters Yard.
the demand. as for fast travel, but yesterday morning for a dremming
which was wrecked by a four months that the board would meet when
'Ability to reach an injured person
this thing of being whirled to death trip to Tennolisce.
"pea
'of typhoid fever a year or two Mayor Yeiser saw fit to call them
Evansille,
to—Running
hid.,
Dec.
as soon as the abmulance arrives at
Captain George Crumbangh leaves at full speed, a street car left the ago.
is fast sobering the people and the
together. As there is noting before
the hoepital, and nerve to solicit emtrack at the sharp turn on the corthem except the election of police
reaction towards moderation is be- today for Louisville on business.
ployment, under such circumstances, 1.
Captain James Koger returned yes. ner of Second avenue and Columbia DIES FROM HEAT'S EFFECT
and firemen, they will not be assent
ginning to manifest itself.
tcrday from Washington where he street last night and ran wild, cambed
ought not to stand on a par with
ON A DECEMBER DAY bled for this purpose tnil after
4.
attended the annual gathering of the upon the sidewalk, traveled through
legal attainments.
Cbristmas. The session ssilh be held
Such methods
police department National River and Harbors Assoc- an iron fence and landed up against Succumbs to Injuries Due to Prostra- sometime between
Louis
The
St.
have never been sanctioned by law,Christmas and
tion and Fall in July.
organized crusade iation. Many people were there and a private residence.
New Year.
yers who were taught the true ethics has begun an
The conductor, George Dickerson,
gambling houses with netnerous matters were gone over,
of the profession and live -up to them. against public
Chicago, Der. to—Edward Jordan
looking towards improving the water was thrown from the car and seriousbreaking them
ly cut in the back by flying glass. nineteen years old, died from the efways over the country.
Such lawyers believe that it is bette• the determination of
BATTL SHIP IN HARD TRIP
morning
Judge M. M. Redwine has declared The only passenger on the car. Mose fects of heat prostration yesterday.
not to have a client than to solicit Up. The raids 9arly Sunday
of
Levi,
the
a
city
member
fire
deJordan was affected by the heat in
resulted in bagoing.rmich game.
the dog tax law to be unconstitutional
cue. • * •
and an appeal will be taken to the partment, was thrown off the rear of July Last and fell from a uindow to New Kansas Finds Rough Weather
"There seems anise a tendency on
the car and onto the brick pavement the roof of an adjoining structure,
and Accident Hurts Helper.
court of appeals.
Masooic Notice.
He is not seriously injured. The injuring his spine. He was taken to
the part of some (lawyers) in this
The Grand Lodge of Kentucky will
motorman stuck to his car and was the County Hospital where it was
eay of commeroialism .to deviate meet
Boston. Mass., Dc-C. ti'.—After
in emergent communication in
Knights Templar, Attention!
unhurt The car brake failed to thought for a time that he would evfrom the long established principles the masonic hall in the Fraternity
trap marked by furious weather and
adircah Commandery No. ii assem- work and the car struck the curve entually recover. Complications set an
accident in the engine room,
of propriety, unt.I k has become t5ii building at 9:30 o'clock this (Tues- ble at the asylum at 9 a.fm., Tuesday, at full tilt
however, and he failed sloly un- which injured
one of the crew, the
be regarded by some as perfectly leg- day) morning for the purpose of at- December ii, :harp, in full uniform to
til yetserday, uhen death coded his new battle ship
Kansas came into
funeral services over the act as escort at the funeral of Past FORTUNE HIDDEN
tending
the
itimate for a lawyer to solicit his
sufferings.
port this morning.
remains of our late brother. J. g 4_Commander J. R. Coleman. CoinCARPE—
UNDERNEe1j
coon employmeat. Tffis verr fact has Coleman, Grand Marshal, and to
On Friday night ohei the big
o
reandery will go to Murray on apeNEW
COOKING
VESSELS
'-had a tendency to ralif,ihe practice accompany them to Murray and there
earshitiftwasi
battling with onc of the
Ilio,000 in Gold Coin: Had Bees Cuncial train at noon sharp
CAUSE
OF
CANCER. worst worms which
has swept the
ali )re and more odious to the better to be buried with full masonic honors
IlsiGRAM,
GEO. 0.
r.ngly Concested
All membeas of Paducah and Plain
Commander.
Detroit, Mich. Dec. lo.—Nearly Eastern Specialist Has a Theory to !atlantic this season a steam trap
e'• ss of lawyers, and this practice
burst and Patrick Jordan, one of the
City lodges, and visiting master
ammo in glittering gold coins was
Account for Increase in
must be stopped for all time to masons are fraternally invited to athelpers, was struck in the head by a
discovered
hidden
tinder
the
carpet
in
the Disease.
come. •
"
tend. Ba ofder of the 'Grand Master. McGINNIS AND THE UNION one of the rooms of the old John
fiying piece of iron and seriously inLABEL.
JAMES E. WILHELM,
"It is possible, and more than probMullin house during the progress of
New York, Dec. to.—Prof. William juired.
Master.
Grand
Proxy
of
'The accident occurred just at the
an
auction
able, that there are lawyers in Tensale
of
the
household
efIf.
Diffenbach, of Flower Hospital
for
McGinnis
unwas
Mr. Joseph A.
time
when the watch was being
fects.
has made a study of over too cases of
nessee, and even in Chattanooga,
ions all the way,
OUTRAGE CONDEMNED.
changed
and the men were on the upThe
coins
were
in
several
packcancer.
He
suggests
that
the
remarkHe favored larger wages and a someolder and more prominent in the proages and had been well concealed. The able increase in cancer of the stomach pei deck. Had they been below it
shorter
day.
what
fessicoa who have been guilty of prac- By the Tobacco Growers in Session
i; probable that some of them would
A walk-out always pleased him, money will be turned over to the may be due to the abandonment of
At Princeton.
tices equally as reprehensible as
estate. In addition to the gold coins the old-fashioned copper or iron Lave been scalded to death. The
though he didn't have a certif.
certificates to the value of about Sao° cooking vessels and the substitution steam was shut off and repairs were
those *disclosed in this record. If this
Princeton, Ky., Dec. so.—The fol- ..13nt when the delegate sad strike, Mc- were discovered in a heavy
old-fash- of the modern enameled ware, on the quickly made.
Ginnis always went.
be true, let them take warning now, lowing are the resolutions adopted by
ioned
wardrobe,
pa:et:aced
during
the theory that minute particles of this
for if such practice is brought to, the the Caldwell County Dark Tobacco He did t'.e shopping for his wife, be- auction by one of the neighbors. The gritty
enamel are frequently passed
know
liked
to
cause
he
attention of this court, and proof can Growers Saturday relative to the
certificates were returned to mem- through the alimentary tract, causing
were
articles
Union
save
nought
That
recent outrages here:
bers of Mr. Mullin's family.
irritation.
be ferhild to make out the case, the
purchased with his dough.
"Whereas, The citizens of PrinceMr. Mullin was born in Ireland and
Further announcements of the reprominence of the attorney will only ton have been visited by a calamity
came, to this country in the forties markable curative effect on cancer of
McGinnis
label,
at
got
the
union
Has
add gravity to the offense, and the which we very much regret, and for
settliag in Pittsburg. He was first trypsin, the new extract of the panused to say.
punishment will only be more se- which we are in nowise responsible
engaged
in the scrapiron business, but creatic juices, are made in the CUTShow
union
label?
and we deplore the public sentiment Has it got the
later became one of the foremost rent issues of the Medical Record by
Prevents and cures chapped mita
you're
able;
me
if
it
to
excited by the press, which has cast
iron manufacturers in the country Dr. William J. Norton, professor of ska.
a reflection upon our organization If it hasn't got the label, take the being associated - With Andrew
Makes the skin soft smooth
Car- diseases of the mind and nervous sysbloomin' thing away.
- .
therefore be it.
negie, B. T. Jones, William Thaw tem at the Post Graduve M "-II sod white_
TIM Maas& On The Schools.
Removes all blemishes
"Resolved,
this meeting of tothough he Charles Lockhart and other promi- School Hospital, and by Dr. Mar
Tbej St. Louis Republic sizes the bacco growens, that we condemn all McGinnis had no children,
nent Pittsburgers. He came to De- garet Abigail Cleaves. Prof. Norton 'mod by the cold win&
hoped to have some day,
laalessness, riot and destruction of
mattea up correctly when it says:
troit about twenty-five years ago and experimented with the trypsin or.
duty,"
her
"seen
who
wife,
And
his
private property." a
purchased the property at Fort street, thirty cancer victims, and says:
"The legal proceedings which the
wise °pinioned the, same way;
"The cancerous tumor itself exzclatitiStration. has set on foot
to BALE OF HAY ON HIS BACK So when the stork arrived one day and Lafayette avenue. He died September 9, nearly 8o years old.
hibits very frequently a definite retest lie right of the San Francisco
and brought a bouncing boy.
Delightful to use after shaving. .
--- —
action to the tryptin treatment. In
Schocil Board to exclude Japanese Farm HandSarries 125 Pounds Three McGinnis was elated—he was overWorth Listening To.
some instances this reaction is accome with joy.
studers from the schools not specMiles,'Winning az Wager.
A rrian rather tariturn in . speech: companied by great amelioration of
face
over—his
baby
the
looked
He
ially provided for them are certainBucyrus, Ohio. Dec. to.—A man
silent when there wan nothing to be the disease.
wreathed in a grin,
ly tha most .amazing in the history carrying a big bale of hay attracted a
said:
but pertinent. wise sincere, when "Two cases of quite extensive face! Po • le only at
occurred
When all at once a thought
el Ainerican jurisprudence.
great deal of attention on the Bucyhe did speak: always throwina lieht cancer are fured to date. In many ,
chagrin—
him
with
filled
which
"There is probably not a meniber rug pike. The unusual sight was the
on the matter. This is the only sort of the cases the progress of the disof tha department of justime, ,who result .of an unusual wager Vernon
of speech worth snelking.—Carlyle.
ease has come to a standstill."
McGinnis
union
Has
label?
it
got
the
reall believes that the governisient .Kieas started to the city from his
Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves cites two
used to say.
at
shington has, or can under the faim, three miles in thc country,
—There is now being prepared for positive curses with arypein. Both
Has it got the union label? Show it
ORM .67CRP
Constitution of the United §tates ac- with a load of- baled hay. His farm I
shipment to Tientsin. Tenn., one of were far advanced and inoperable.
to me if you're able;
cuirei any more control over—:the .hand, name Cochart, declared he
the
20-ton
machines
used by the 'ice
If it hasn't got the label, take the
schoils of California gran it _could could carry one of the bales to
plant on North FrSt street. A Tres
.the
bloomin' thing away.
over those of CseafinanY...
, . city, and backed up his declaration '
ton firm bought the machine. The
"It is hardly credible that Presi- nith a dollar wager. Kiess took the Now Joseph A. afcGinnts was•,
a man company here is preparing to install
dent , Roosevelt himself ,tielieves, in ,be' and Cochart shouldered the bale
1 sco ton per day machine, that will
of good repute;
the soundness of his revolutionary and started. Kiess followed with the He went to.church on Sunday in Ms increase the plaros capacity from 105
recommendations with respect to.the load. It was not long before Kiess
to 220 tons daily.
union-tailored suit;
right of the government to insist up- found he would .have to drive up to Like many other union men, l$? led
—
—
—
on the admission of the Japs to the' keep abreast of Cochart, and though
—The Robinson Clay Ih•oduct Corn
a blameless life;
Szn Francisco schools by virtue of the roads were bad, the man with And when he died, the neighbors said pany of Akron. Ohio. is preparing to
the treaty with Japan.
"The blow will kill his wife.'
establish a big plait somewhere down
the, 125 pound bale of hay on his
"Whether sincere or pot,
soon left the', team behind lie reached the pearly gates iftitinle Eouth, and their teoreseotativr was
of that ugly business is 'simply a dip- and did not stop once to rest. He
as upright spirits' do; '
4 -* here foking over Paducah Last week,
Iiimatic move to conciliate the Japan- got the:dollar.
"Welcome," was Peter's greetint so& but nig decision has vet been made as
ese,. with wbom we rightly desire to
1 ton-hire the plan' sv;11 be located.
"I have a harp for yoto"•s•
AT
be Ist peace. But the sacredness of
—W A. EdWairds hoe been ap---the public schools of America is pointed postal clerk at the postoffice Has it (rot the union label? ItGainis
Roads Are Ne• '''-e,l.te to tot.'
used to say.
more valuable to us than the good acre, to fill the vacancy created by
New York. re, .9+. -Wall erre •
will of Japan Or of any other nal C1Prk Charles Grimm being transfer- Has it got the union label? Show it was greatly interested Saturdns. io
to me if you're able;
Cott on earth.
red to the Albuquerque. New Mexa report of a general movement to
"iffa. Roosevelt was 'playing. with ico postoffice. Mr. Grimm has been If it hasn't got the label, tlk theI raise freight rates to meet the inWATCHES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY.
bloomin' thing away. 'It
fire!
assaled the train •of the in that Western city for some weeks'
crease in Wages and operating exCity of Sau Francisco to control its for shis health.
penses,
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GATHER EVIDENCE FOR
PROSPECTIVE INDICTMENTS

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
FROM THE HOUSE OF QUAUTY

COMMITTEE CHOSEN LAST NIGHT BY THE FIRST AND SECOND WADERS TO LAY BEFORE THE GRAND JURY THE
DISSOLUTP CHARACTERS OCCUPYING
OF
QUESTION
CERTAIN HOUSES IN RESPECTABLE PORTIONS OF 141E
• DESIDENCE DISTRICTS—TONIGHT THE GENERAL MASS
MEETING WILL BE HELD A T THE CITY HALL BY "FRONTIERSMEN" FROM ALL OVE R THE CITY.

'
Another rousing meeting was held
last, evening at Mr. Chris Hitler's
establishrent on Sixth and Trimble
streets by the-firseand Second ward
members of the "Frontiersmen,"
which now includes all the good People who are lending their effort!' towards preventing the dissolute women
from settling in respectable vicinities
The members remained in session for
&of boars last night, and talked over
things in general, with especial reference to the report of the "locating
committee" from thees two wards.
This latter committee informed the
others that they had located five
houses being occupied by dissolute
females. Legal notices have been
served on three of the proprietors
one of whom owns two buildings,
while the notice is to be served on
the fourth owner sometime today
One of the owners informed the committee that he had already given the
occupants of is building an order to
Inmate while the two others stated to
the committee that they would not
eject the women from their premises

and that the. committeemen would
have to prbut that the women were
of the boiled dove variety. .In proving
themselves very accommodating,d the
members of these two wards last
night, Whet the "locating committee"'
made this report, immediately selected a separate committee, which is
to gather evidence and arrange for
submitting the matter to the grand
jury so indictments can be brought in
against the parties owning the buildings, and also against the inmates.
This evening the .general mass
meeting will be held at the City Hall
by the "Frontiersmen" from all over
the city, at which time it is expected
that reports will be made by the different ward "locating committees"
showing where they have located
houses occupied by dissolute females.
)if any good speeches will be delivera
tonight by those advocating the moral
reform, Ad every respectable citizen
of Paducah is cordially invited .to attend, especially the city officials and
all others who are empowered to enforce the laws.

YARDMEN GET DIED WHILE
MORE MONEY NURSING MOTHER

Our Gift, Suggestions must be essentially practical—they must:be snnething which will not
only give pleasure Christmas mo.ning but will last for years---a constant source of
satisfaction. In this, our first holiday announcement, are offered a few of'the luxuries
and conveniences for housekeepers - - - not trivial things but goods of quality at
prices surprisingly low.

Rochester Argentine
Ware
GOODS OF QUALITY, WILL
NOT TARNISH. WATER PITCHERS.
2 Quart ..
3 Quart ..
4 Quart •

5.00

Rochester Coffee Pots

(
i411111Pr
NWalier••

•••••• .

-

14111"er

10

NO STERLING

Moira

$3-50
4.00

•
.

YOU WILL BUY

ite

141)

TER INVEISTIGATING THESE SUGAR BOWLS
SYRUP STANDS, CREAM PITCHERS, SOUP TUR-

3 Piece Tea Set ..
4

OR SILVER PLATED WARE AF-

$7.50

Piece Tea Set

RENNS( BERRY BIWLS.

$e-0e

Rochester Silver Nickle Ware

Rochester Tea Pots
6

UNIVERSAL COFFEE PEK.COLATOR.S

&

ALUMINUM, AGATE

AND NICKEL PLATE. •!0 ES-

CAPING STEAM OR A ROMA. RETAINS ALL THE DE
FRAGRANCE OF THE COFFEE

LICIOUS AROMATIC

BEAN.
2, 3, 4, s, and 6 pints. All copter, nic4e plate, cold handle
and knob.

$3.50 - to - $6.00

2,

and 6 pints. All copper nickle plate.

3, 4, 5

$4.00to $600

RE- MRS. DOUGLAS PAGE PASSED
SWITCHMAN FINNIGAN
AWAY YESTERDAY OF
TURSS FROM CHICAGO
PNEUMONIA
CINPERENCE
•

!pastor Mahoney Able to Sit up in bhe and Sister Cor.tracted Sickness
While Attending Mother—Mrs.
Bed at Hospital—Pay car Comes
Nancy Daley Stricken.
Next Saturday.

Nickle Plate, Copper and Wrought Finish.

Hard
Rockester Baking Dishes,
Metal, Nickle Plated, Satin Finish
Iruside. Removable Parcelain Dish.

$3.50 to $20
Switchman George Finnigan, of the
Illinois Central railroad here, has returned from Chicago where last week
switchman delegates from over the I.
C., system held a conference with
Genera! Manager I. G. Rawn and
other high officials, with result that
increases were granted in the wages
of the switchmen
The Paducah yard men got a raise
of four cents an hour, while an increase of 42 centrwas gaven the yard
men 'at Princeton and Central City.
Five Central City men got an increase of $27 per month The night
yardmaster at Central City was raised from $75 in too per month, and
the day yardmaster from Ps to $96
per itionth.
- -Hours Late.
The passenger mans due in Sunday from Memphis at noon was over
Iwo hours late Sunday, caused by,
bad connections out of Memphis. The
traits did not get here until 2 o'clock
in the afternoon.
Pay Car Coming.
The I. C. pay ear comes next Satsudsy to pay off the men, who will
there by get their holiday money earner than usual
Able To Sit Up.
„Operattie Mahoney is able te Sit
ap in bed at the railroad bospital,
but not, yet sufficiently recovered to
return to Memphis where he is diseatcher i She-I:Office for the road
there. .11e was operated on one
month'since tor appendicitis.

Yesterday morning Mrs. Douglas
Page, of Carlisle county, died att
Needmore, Ballard county, where she
had gone to nurse her aged mother,
NICKLE PLATED
Mrs. Laura Roberts, who is precariously ill with pneumonia. Mrs. Page
CONDUCTOR'S
was stricken with the same ailment
shortly after she arrived at NeedLANTERNS
more to nurse her mother, whom the
pSysicians believe will die also, she•
being 83 years of age. Mt*. David
Prockman, another daughter of Mrs.
assovvb
at.
Roberts, took sick with pneumonia
also and is evry ill,' being engaged
at the time at nursing the aged parent. The remains of Mrs. Page were
mil.'SA
yesterday taken back•to Carlisle coon
ty, to be builed today.
4k-it"
Mrs. Roberts is an aunt of Chief
Woods of the fire apartment, and
grandmother of Mrs. Dr. Horace
Rivers, both of this city.
Aged Lady Stricken.
At s o'clock yesterday morning
Mrs. Nancy Daley died of general
debility at the residerice.- of her
daughter, M. Albert Robottom of
pPia Sorth Seventh street.
Mrs. Daley was ee years of age
THE HOUSE
and a most estimable Christian lady
of many warm friends.
Besides
422 BROADWAY
Mrs. Robottom, she is survived by
children,
Mrs.
four other
one being
Nancy Gannon of Fountain avenue,
aid another Mr. Thomas Daley, the
TRAIN.
ON
BORN
blacksmith.
This morning at g o'clbcfc the funeral services will be held, followed
with interment in Oak Grove ceme- 1 Maude Farmer Delivered of Child on
tery.
Train at Fulton. KY.

plate.

$2.30 to

$3.00

FIVE O'CLOCK
TEA POTS
AND STAND

$4.50
to
$8,00

$4.00
$5.00
$6.00

Caristy Adavonaise
Dressing Mixer.
Price.

.$1.25

L. W. Henneberger Co., Inc.
11111•••••••

ONE RAILROAD ABANDON'S
HIGH SPEED SCHEDULES
NICE AFFAIRBurlington 'Decides That Safety of
T raveling Public I. of Paramount Importance.
Chicago, Dec. TO.—That safety of
the traveling public must be consid
ered paramount, and the making of
fast schedules a secondary ccnsideration hereafter on the Burlington railroad is the order which has been sent
out to crews of the road by Daniel
secosd• vict president. Human Me is to be protected above al'
things.
Mr. Willard states emphatically
that RTW"feven.and *Month running*
that makes time, and insists that excess V.1 . :peed to meet schedules must
be ''''dden. The ifirections are
'
C
instance, a certain limit is,
undereno circannstances to be exceeded between Penvor band the M•issoteri
river Aispeed haft iialso made for
the
&bet--4. el-e Missouri and
sippi and Chicago.
h at t. ures are has not
bee.
,de p&-1
but it k knowthat hey a-e gar below the speed
sehi
iaken almost daily by al'
the fe r roatis of the conntry.. That
ne drivers may.have no ese
the
ens
dtsobeying orders', speedometers'itave ben placed in 'the cabs of
g!Iisassitsger locomotives,

•

Alcohol Flagon, in copper and stickle

Many Heard the Stereoptican Lectut
by Evangelist Hopkins.
Very entertaining and inetructite
was the Sunday School Institute's
first night's session, last evening at
1!IC Mechanicsburg Chf;stian church,
by Evangelist Robe Hopkins of
the State Susiday School Assooation.
Lie used his stereoptican with great
effect, it beautifully illustrating his
imarks as the address proceeded.
This evening he will make his second and final appearance. Quite a
alrge crowd was out to hear him last
evening.

WORK NOT STARTED.
Undertaking of laying New Brick
Not Ye: Taken Up...,
Ort .
'aecount of all the Material not
heinv ready foe wee, work of laying
the new brick was not stared yester-,
day morning on Broadway betwerew
Fourth and Fifth streets Sy the street
car company, which has fiisished the
double Irack work and will start
within a day or two to lay the brick
Mr. Illeccker expected to be rosily to
commence,this part yesterday'mprrs-

Sunday morning at Fulton, Ky..
Maude Farmer became the mother of
a child while aboard' the passenger
train that arrives here at Lao o'clock
from Memphis over the Illinois Centra). The birth occurred while t
mother was in the toilet, and the child
elrovrned in the sink before the
frightened woman could summon asJ
sistance of others through her hill
sister who accompanied her. The
body of the baby was left at Fulton,,
while the mother came on here and.,
was taken from depot to Riverside
hospital where she is being cared for.
She was cnroute here from Obion
Tenn.

OF QUALITY

'SIGN OF THE BIG HATCHET
BOTH PHONES 176

,

While the Heart Beats Young
Dolls, Beautiful Dolls
WILL ALWAYS BE THE IDEAL GIFT FOR LITTLE GIRLS. WE ARE SHOWING ONE OF
THE PRETTIEST AND MOST COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS IN` PADUCAH AND IUR PRICES
ARE VERY REASONABLE.

R. E. Wilson,

The Book dib Music Man
At Harbour's Department. Store

And don't forget that we handle Albums, Toilet Sets, Military Brushes, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Glove and
Handkerchief Sets, Lamps, Vases, Figures and a Magnificent Assortment of Holiday Gift Books.

Now is the time for you to fill you' c"al hcrIse.

Lump 14c, Nut 13i

B?si. Kentucky ana illinois Coal
Also dealer ir LIME an CEMENT- Agent f-n Whitehtl and
Agatite Canent. "KING OF CEMENT"

fl 41. COnninghant,
Phones: Ok 960, New 245.

-

Thigoteend;and Adams .trueet,

P41011,4"16.

•11110'

Paducah Steam
bye Works

..atissee,

Where the
Skin Chaps

ti

We rconunend the use of
Henry's Asepnc Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
tor
application
softentng
lip..
or
skin
cracked
chapped or
a one night cure par
a
chapped lips and skin roughness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the

We have enlarged our bulimia and
are prepared to turn out more and

NEW JURY LAW EARLY DAYS- TO BE PROPOSED
RECALLED

110$1344P
THE OLDEST OONTINUOUS H ONZST

WHY?

iny2if

K. C. Rose, Prop.

C. MANNIN6 SEARS, M.I.
[Office 1101 mops St.
Telephone 311.

E H. PURYEAR,

1

Star Laundry:

guest Prices Paid tor Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE

LOANED

ON

COHE

I•

roe SOUTH

SECOND
.

OR.CEO, MASGANA

11.1. Rivers,M. D.

....._
NOTICE

IN THE CITY. MONEY
ALL VALUABLES.

A Cpnvention of Circuit Judges of the Was Cashier of the Big Watts,
State to Consider Matter
Givens Company Banking House
Is Proposed.
About War Time.

329 South Third St.

Atturney-at-Law

,__

BUSINESS

better grade work. Cleaning, Dying JUDGE J. WATTS PARKER OF COLONEL HENRY WEST SUCLEXINGTON SAYS CI-IANGE
CESSFULLY
PROMOTED
and Repairing.
IS NECESSARY.
RAILROAD.

Lexington, Ky., Dec. to.—Judge J.
The Mayfield Messenger speaks as
Watts Parker of the Fayette circuit follows regarding Mr. Henry C.
court suggests that a convention of West, one of this place's leading men
skin.
VETERINARY SURGEON AND circuit judges throughout the state years ago;
be held for the purpose of formulatThe appearance of Col. H. C. West
DENTIST.
ing a new and effective jury law to in Mayfield calls to the memory of
Will teat scintifically with the lat- be submitted to the next legislature our oldest citizens the conspicuous
est improved intsrurnents and up to for approval and passage. Judge part he played in financial circles in
tem oh*
date treatment all diseases of dooms- Parker declares that tee oresent stat- the building of the P. & M. railroad
leaned animals.
ute is a misfit law, which is not only from Mayfield to Paducah Junction
full
of complications, but militates over forty-five years ago.
ATPROMPTLY
DRUG GIST
CALLS
ALL
against the ends of justice. Ever
In 1837-8-9-60, he was cashier I
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
since the present jury law went into the Watts, Given Co.'s big banking
PiLesi-40siso *JAY
Offics 'Fkompeon Transfer Co.. Both effect last spring it has been a con- house at Paducah. In 1858 he was
1-i-ones 3,57.
stant source of annoyance and delay sent to South Carolina, where he neResidence Phone 293s.
to the court here and doubtless at gotiated the loan of a large sum of
other points in the state. It consists money and brought it with him to
of. as Judge Parker points out, a Paducah for the extension of his
WE USE
curious amalgamation of new points road.
and parts of the old law that remain
That eras when L. S. Trimble was
unchanged. One of the amusing re- president and the road was financed
sults of this combination .is that the by such financiers as L. M. Flourold law requires that the jurors be noy, president of the C,ommerecial
drawn twenty days before they were bank of Paducah; Beadles & Bohnger
to serve, and the names turned over Col. Lucian Anderson and Judge Ruin a sealed package to the clerk, who fus K. Williams of Mayfield. Mr
was swiun to keep the contents secret West has for years been one of the
until delivered to the sheriff for sum- Southern agents of the Musonic Life
mons. The new law say, that the association of Buffalo, N. Y. He is
names shall be drawn faom the wheel an elegant gentleman, a good Nilason
First.
and reid aloud in court one week and reliable in every way.
Because it irons smotbly, not
Rooms 5 and 6. Register Building before they are required to serve. The
rough.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.
remainder of the old law is unchang- BOYS' MOTHERS
Second.
New Phone ego; Old 1487 R
vd
ed. however, and after these names
The button boles, or
SUE SALOONKEEPERS
are read aloud the court is required
holes match.
SPECIALTIES:
to go through the absurd formality Damages Asked Under Law Forbidthird.
Abstracting of Titles
of swearing the clerk to secrecy, sealNegligee shirts with buttons
ding Sale of Intoxicants to
Insuriuilee, Corporation and
ing up the names he has just read
are ironed perfect)) and withMinors.
Law.
Estate
Real
aloud and turning the envelope over
out injury.
Fourth.
If) the clerk. As the clerk gets the
St. Louie, Dec. to—Two damage
•
It irons either stiff or pleated
names only one week before the jury- suits, aggregating $6..000. have been
bosoms like new, and the
men are to begin service he has le filed in the St. Clair County circuit
"hump" so often seen is
S.
gaily received them thirteen days af- court in BeUeville against Tony Norlog.
ter he should have delivered them ti onskie, an East St. Louis saloonkeepNo other like it iiiakesi Kenthe sheriff.
$
er, and Edmund Wallace. owner of
rocky
Saissty yourself
by
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
the building in which the for/titer
sending is your laundry
YOUNG WOMAN CHARGED
conducts his saloon, by two mothTELEPHONES:
WITH HORSE-STEALING ers who allege that Norauskie sold
ligeor to their sons, who are minResidence, 296; Office. 355„
Carlisle. Ky., Dec. to —A young ors, leading to intoxication, degradaPb... WM
woman giving her* name as Pea:i tion and filially indictments by the
Hughes was arrested Saturdty after- grand jury on felony charges.
noon by Deputy Sheriff James MitchThe two mothers are Mrs. Lizzie
ell on a charge of hoese-steal7ng It Onion, mother of Eddie Farrington.
is charged that she stole a horse and Mrs. Maggie Williamson, mothworth about $6o a man by the er of Walter Williamson
Each
eame of G W Wooten It k claimed wants damages to the amount of Flthat the horse was stolen in Maysvilk
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND and brought to Lower Blue !...sek. m om.
The charge involving indictment
Buy anything and sell everytholg. RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00; this county, and traded for anothsr
against the sons grows out of comOW
Phase Unlimieted Ticket Soo. meals and horse worth bum? $4ao She claims to
sa$-s2o Court Street
plaint made by Noraeskie, who alleg
greA
hive purchased the horse for $te. She
berth included.
ed that the young men tapped his
gave her age as io years
tiil. Both are now at liberty on bail
The suits are brought under the
MOVING WA(Ntod I N ONNECTWELVE-YEAR-OLD BOY section of the dramshop act which
TION
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
PREVENTED TRAIN WRECK forbids absolutely the sale of liquor
of fire or over, $1.50 each, without
to minors.
Cynthiana. Ky . Dec. to.—Throtigl
meals; $2 00 with meals.
the presence of wind of Base
Good music on all the boats.. For Vat's, a young ii year-old sehool boy VOICE IN PEW HALTS
R R. MAN IN PULPIT
further particular* see
1:v.nc near Poindtxter a wreck was
Room acip Fraternity Budding. S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agesit erohably averted on the Louis.'ille
& Nashville railroad several nights "We Do Most for Hospitals" Brings
"And Most to Fill Them."
airtime 'pima* Old 131 L Rea or GIVEN FOWLER., City Pass. azo. Young Yates was rettirnieg
Agent. Phone 33.
seaocl
with
his
Iv:ire
from
• hone old 464.
•
Chicago. Dec to.—"Railroads.- yester and in. crossinat the railroad he
terday remarked Lay Brother Vst. A
noticed a broken rail tied heard a
J.' C. Flournoy
Cecil Re•d tan approaching. Knowing that if Gardner. who os week days spends
his tidle as vice president of the
allowed to -run onto the brnken rail
Chicago
& Northwestern Railroad
I NOW IS THE 1 i
C
there would possibly he a serious
company, "do move than any other
THIS. IS . ilE PLACE
LAWYERS.
fascinator
his
wreck. Yates grabbed a
corporation for the support of hossister was wearing and flagged the
pitals."
train
"Yes, and they do more than any
INCO R PORA Tv
schealI ooms to ti and T , Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
other agency to fill them." ejaculated
I
Oss
High Sam.
ao6 Sway. Day and Night
tt irresitint brother in the audienee.
Theee is nothing to do but eat,
Free Catalogue
Al? of which caused the congregasleep and be merry when crossing tion
First' Congreesional
at the
the ocean as a passenger, and eating, Church of Evanston to smile audibly
_
thetefol'et is done env large-lade.
the while proceedings Itopped.
Attorney at Law.
Passengers iis aunardets knit other
Vice President Gardner had been
big liner" have brought (o their cab- asked to till the pulpit. He appeared
Room No. s.
Paducah
,11 I
II
morning.
fruit before the people of the church
ins, very early in the
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky
tea or coffee and biscuits. At half- prepared to tell them all about the
1992.
Old Phone
—
past 8 the fact that breakfast—a four- beauties of railroads. He said that
"
tostrae meal—is served in the saloon the railroads had done more fdr the
St. Louis and Tennessee River Puke
is announced by a bugle call. At rt
et company—the cheapest and ben OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR beef tea and biscaits are served. on moral institutions of the country than
all other agencies. He averred that
deck. and at t o'clock an excellent they had given $3,000°Doom
excursion out of Padocah.
the
luncheon is served. 'At 4:30 there is Young Men's Christian Association
afternoon tea on deck, and the grand and that they were now donating to
7-4
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank meal of the, day is servect at 6:3o. it Vr,000 a day.
. Marshall County; Paducah, Ky. Even this is not the (slid of the day's
Mr. Gardner said that the railroads
feeding, fine between kr and to, tea, had installed safety appliances, but
Room 114, Fraternity Building.
coffee, cocoa and sandwiches; are that many of their employes would
New Phor.e 114
Old Phone 484A sen-td.
not use them because they did not
To prnvide•these sevei meals per wish to appear timid in the eyes of
diem the ship carries. fo a single their fellows. Then he said:
journey only: Eighteen thousand
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
"The railroad companies work on
nt is a trip of pleasure, cordon i
pounds of beef, six thonsa d pounds the principle that there Is no relation
Lawyer.
pounds between the loss of human life and
of mutton three thousa
d rest; good service, good tab!
fly
hundred
of
pork,
two
thousand
good nein— et i
ave
eget
is .
money."
11•••••••1
pounds of fresh fish,., two thousand
,
4-- ,
5P. IP
'
. 7
.nd head CITY PARALYZED BY BLAST
frefh frrrings. tlIree
sou Y to Jai Will Practice in all Courts of Ken- of poultry. one hundred na' forty,
,i'
TT
'
.en,
Prank L
barrels of flour, twenty to of pota- Egplosion Destroys Gas, Heat. Elec. tucky.
own. agent. •
-toes, &ix:hundred hoees
‘
of e ocea -n
Atria
tric and Power Plant.
.
two litintred gallons of ah milk.
•vm••••••••
_ —._...
eighteen thousand eggs, on thousand
PC,enterville, Iowa, Dec. ro.—An
destroyed the entire gas, elec.pound; of .butter. three thousand
C. EUBANKS
•
a
otatituls o)ham and bacon, -refthouS- tric heat end poilr 11:.,:t today
(HOmeopetbist)
and five tundred t;ounele n dribd fish mate glass was shattered all over the
nail it ton and a half of f it.
city. Acre will be no Tight. gas,,
• - i)
. - It Isspossible no* to b. Ic-a/ pas*. `heat.no4ter and street car; until re-i
IT VI EAR, NOW AND
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
age by some steamskin c mpanaies pairs have beet% Made. Many busiTHROAT.
Residence 8to Broadway.
exclusive if meals,'
aY ttri nesses have ht-en compelled en shut
for
f,e ,tal/en tro-der.
Phone r4g.
down. No one was killed.
<Mice an/ Residence. Room 3 stei 7.
irately. gust
:as the
be'.in a
Calastibb Pall4htg.
-1
sr Maga- 'ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
restaurant on land.---P
Phew mayssiall.
Subscribe
for
the Register.
zinc, • 4-.1,2-1A:..
ET RESULTS.

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

PAWNBROKER
DOING

Do you want a clock that veil keep
accurate time?
You can find it here.
The dainty ornamental clock, the
subetantial mantel clock or the ponderous hall clock all are
For CHRISTMAS GIFTS
nothing could be more useful or acceptable than one of our
reliable time keeping clock—Come to see.
Write or Call for our new Catalogue.

J.L.Wollf.th Jeweler
"'take This Suggestion"
As Many Others Have Done to
Their Great Delight and Satisfaction
MAKE IT A RULE TO SAVE EOMETHING EVERY DAY, AT
LEAST EVERY PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS
IN THIS BANK.

WE PAY

4

49,s

•
}11.604.14
,
14.

PER CENT INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.

Excursion Rates on
The Rivet

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
ad••••

227 Broadway

Clem Fransiola
DR. HOYER

FLOUR/40Y & REED

WIIERE DID YOU BUY

YOUR
_ _ _*PIANOt?
•., -

0-4/1(
r:Alat:1)

.;

1
'
=am awe

PADUCAH CENTRAL

at

Baldwin's
They Make That
W.T. Miller;
Selected ;This

ALBEN W. BARKLEY!

Excursio

He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at

518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.

LAWYERS

•
From Isaac Shelby to J.C. W. Beckham

For
100 T:n ntahsesee°rutved r &Tfritpturtvo
..x

38

ammammasea ALL Orramemmeum

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS

•

i

)r 1 tilldress

•

•

The First Time Their Maurits Hays Ever
Bees, Published.
The Evening Post has for ties-prat yetis endewerrred to secure pictures of
all Kentucky

FREE

FREE

Clovernors and has at last succeeded in securing them through the assistasCe
of the Kentucky State Historical Society.
In order to place these pictures in a permanent form,theyhave been
arranged In a
group in an up-to.data Atlas showing. Kentucky with the latest census,
pictures of
all the presidesta of the United States, Rulers and Flags of all nations,
steamship
routes,
' statistical data, history of the Ituaso-japan War, also late maps of the United
State*, Panama Canal, Eastern and Western ItelleMphere, reports of the last three
aatiosal
census
and much other historical information.
This andque sod valuable Atlas Is PRee tat ALL !STRIVING POST
SUBSCKISERS.
II not DOW a subscriber send $3.00 for a full year's subscription by mail
or $2,00 for du
month's subscription. Understand that these rates are by mail oily and that
the subscription price by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Evening Poet publishes six or more editions daily and the latest edition is
sent to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The Sweats' Post is brat in everything and has the most State news and
best
market reports.
Por all the peopteland against the grafter.
Independent always.
For the Home.

&rip furning'JOEL

•
•
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LouesvILLa. KY.
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RIVER NEWS OFFER REJECTED
BY THE POPE

Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky

19.8 1.4
Cairo. .
Chattanooga-Missing.
Cincinnati .
12.6 1.4
Q.3 to
Evansville
3.7 0.1
Florence
6.1 0.4
Johnsonville
Louisville-Missing.
For the Onweadsoce al oar patrons and die oitisens of Pmbseals.
Mt. Carmel
104 2.4
isms Nashville-Missing.
ilia ph:11044es
y/
al en directories o f the dties named below in
to oil Pittsburg
oatI at sus Brood.' y, where the pub& is
8.9 3.2
(inking the addrees of any reel/lent of the cities named.
Davis Island Dam-Missing.
tor 0.7
St. Louis .
9.5 0.3
Mt. Vernon. ..
to7 1.3
Paducah .

Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
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:
4 SIXTY CITES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
arierft

minim

THE
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List of Directories on File
ALLICOMBEIT CITY, PA
MANITOU. COLO.
ANTA, OA.
MEMPHIS TENN.
MILWAUKKK WIll
TIMONE. HD.
MINNZAPOLIS, MIEN.
ram. MASS
1133DORPORT. CO NW.
NASHVILLE. TEEN.
NAUGATUCK; COW.
BRONX N.Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
'I ALO, N. T.
NEW ALBANY. IND.
440
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
TTAN000A.
04 4
ATI. O.
HIM ORLEANS, LA.
•
44 : 4
NNWPORT, KY.
ILL.
4
•,0.
•
NEW YORK CITY.
• •
•
NORWICH. CONN.
0.
••
PADUCAH, KY.
RADO C:ITY, COLO.
••
RASO MPRD1011. COLO. PHILADRLPHIA. PA.
•
1 I
RICHMOND,D.
KY.
•
RICHMOND. VA.
TON, O.
SALT LANZ CITY. MAIL
•
COLO.
RAN PRANCIII00, CA
IT, MICH.
PAUL. MORIL
CT OP COLUMBIA.
BT. LOUIS, ma
WNW
•. CONN.
soursroarr. Mum
• LT& DCD.
• spRnierMiLD. O.
STRATPORD. COWL
DID.
SUPERIOR crry. IRDOL
WWI CITY. KA&
TOLZDO.0.
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
UTICA,IS. Y.
u'is Atomise. cAlWATERBURY. CONK
WIt.
YONKERS, IC. T.
N. T.
Tr
VA.
COIFIRS OF PADUCAH D IRECTORY FOR ssaliwy
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S
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CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
±.tteamdfitoller-

Campbell Block.
Phone 369.

-

-

Residence Phone 73

INSURE

L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
306 Broadway

is

Phones:Office 385-1tesidence

Paducah Transfer Company
(lame irated

GENE R AL CAR T AGE BUSINESS.
SUPKRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING ?WIGHT. MAC HI!
SKY AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD IL
14,
OFFICE SECOND AND MOb ROE. BOTH PHONES.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT

Healthy Bath Rooms
.1

3a

;I !1

I.
.
I

,
„„z 1.te,

I.

.•

Good plumbing means
good health and this combined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. °Stoodore Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room improvements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.

E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones nor

132 111. 4th.

LareVe Lonisvillo .
,

s
.• 2138 p.m.
•,, 3:30 p.m.

rise

fall
fall
fall
fall

• 4:08 in.
sa•lo pin.
..
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Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
4-4 •
Priests Must Remain in Churches Leave Pigoeton
.
4:55
p.m.
Until Driven Out by
Arrive Paducah
.. liact pm.
Violence.
Leave Padncatt
., 6:z3 p.m.
Arrive Fulton
.. 7:20 p.m.
Arrive Glib., Tenn.
8:o6 pm.
Paris, Dec. to.-Franse
tonight Arrive Rives
,.. 8:13 p.m.
seems to face an alarming religious Arrive Jackson
.crisis. List night's reports of the Arrive Memphis
-1:to p.m.
pope's eleventh-hour rejection of the Arrive New Orleans
.10:35 a.m
government's final proffer under
which Catholic worship could be conNORTH BOUND
No. um
tinued under the common law turns Leave New Orleans
7:10
5 p.m.
out to be only too true, and the Leave Memphis
0:4 a.m.
deadlock now is apparently complete
Leave Jackson, Tenn.
8v7 a.m.
According to the holy father's
Leave Rives
orders, declarations, under the taw
Leave Fulton
zo:15 ans.
of 1881, are prohibited, but the par.. zt:ao am.
ish priests must remain in their Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
tin5 a.m.
churches until driven out by violence
12:39 p.m.
The official confirmation of this Arrive Princeton
6:15 p.m.
communication has created a sell:4- Arr•ve Hoptinsvals
9:4
25
tion. both of government and CThgo- Arrive Nashville
Arrive Evansville
lic circles.
Arrive Nortonvillo
31:A
Today in all the churches of Paris
bishops and priests, after mass, read Arrive Central at:Arrive Horse Branch
the letter from Cardinal Richard
:
archbishop of Paris, communicating Arrive Ow ensboro
4
3
5:6
.75
5
the decision of the holy see to "con- Arrive Louisville•
tinue services in the churches, but eh- Arrive Cincinnati
9:53 P.m.
stain front any declaration," and
Cardinal Richards' own instructions
in view of the order issued by the prefect of the seine yesterday, not to
permit for the present the employment of ceremonial draprics at marriages or funerals.
Prayers were offered for the protection of God during the coining period of persecution. The government
regards the action of the pontiff as
little less than a summons of the
French Catholics to open reberion
as rendering the simatioo exceedingly
grave and possibly entailing the most
deplorable consequences.
Militant Catholics are rejoicing at
the stern attitude of the pope. A religious organ says the faithful can
now face the future with serenity and

"show persecutors of the church that
the Daughter of Eternity disdains the
efforts of wicked men and
will
triumph in the end."
The decision of the Vatican, which
is in the form of answers to specific
question, may be summarized as follows:
Parish priests, vicars. Ott., must remain pa,,ive, and may no, co-operate
in any act of sequestration, but if the
bishop consided that the refusal of
the treasurers to surrender the keys
may cause grave consequences, he can
permit them to do so on condition
that they do not sign any document
consecrating the spoilation.
Bishops may authorize Catholic orginizatious to participate in sequesters if the refusal would endanger
positions necessary for, the maintenance af their families, but parish
priests and other Catholics cannot
participate in acts of sequestration in
any manner unless the sequestered
ecclesiastical property is permitted to
pay rent to the public administrator
or unless the contract cannot be
broken without he-aiN loss.

BURNED TO DEATH
IN AN OLD CAR
Two Lives Lost at Ashland and One
of Those Burned is Unknown
Woman..

,
•

Subscribe For The, fiegistel
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6:oo pan.
9:4n p.m.
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ST. LOUIS DIVISION
Leave Paducah
Arrive Carbondale
Asrive Chicago
Arrive St. Louis

No. Job
.12:410 p.m
4=5 Paw
6:30 a.m.
S s-oa.

SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Lade
Leave Chicago
Leave Calsondale
Arrive Paducah

ha mg
Ta am.
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Leave Nashville
Leave Hopichtsvile
Leave Princeton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Cairo
Avert St. Louis
Arrtve Chicago

-

iol-&s
135-835
8:to a.m.
.
it= a.m.
6:4o a.m.
s:35 Yosn.
7:45 col4:15 p.m.9:25 a.m.
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9-30 am.
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4:30 p.m.
. 6:3o am.
9:30 pm.

za-8zi
SOUPII BOUND
Leave Chicago• 6:20 p.m.
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Trains marked (6)run daily 'accept Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; traias tot and tou sleepers between LowsMemphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers betweee
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot convects at East Cairo with Clucagss
sleeper. For further information, address.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, P'adticah. Ky
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padecah, Kw
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo tirsille. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tina
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chins* '
W. H BRILL. D. P. A.. ft. lash us

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Ashland. Ky., Dec. to -Mystery
surrounds the death here yesterday
morning of Thomas Cavanaugh, aged
ninety years, and an unknown woman
both of whom were turned in Cavanatitih's home, which was constructed
from an old street car. The fire was
discovered at a o'clock. but when passersby reached the old house Cavanaugh had been burned to death.
At that time it was not known that
any other person was in the house
at the time of the fire. Later, after
daylight, the trunk of a wpman was
found in the ruins, with nothing to
identify it. The head had been burned entirely away, and even the body
&sot
WESTERN KarrucxY FARM
was reducd to a cinder.
REAA. 851 •
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. War:ERN
Efforts are being male to learn
the identity of the woman and to exlaINTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAI AND PRICE LIST
plain bow she came to be in CavanPRIM TO EVERYBODY. SEND POP attgh's home. Two women are missslit; Q ta so
•la • 40•44111,11.• .a.
ing, and it is thought that the dead
woman may have been one of these
Edward Cavanaugh, a son of the
+MH-Mi4a04.11104111HIPAS1v1040
old man, who is employed at a sa- 4-.116411.4.
loon, says he was at work at the
time of the fire and can furnish ris
in

(Waterways Journal )
The Jim Wood is lying at Paarkersburg waiting '31 water.
The Falls Cliv has laid up at:ffrotonville for :epairs
The company operating the steamer
Jewel between Evansville and Henderson was sued a few days ago by H
S. Wilmot for Sto,000, claiming hia
son fell off the boat and was drowned.
Markers floating theater is on its
way up the Ohio river, being towed
by the Conquest.
Another large shipment of coal has
been loaded at Pittsburg ready to
leave when some of towboats return
The Helen Gould hit a floating log
on her trip up a few days ago and
punched a small hole in her hull. Repairs are being made.
The Keystone State was given a
pair of new mokestacks at Cincinnati
Monday.
At Steubenville Ohio, 125,000 bushels of coal were sunk last Sunday
when two towboats fromm Pittsburg
ran into a railroad bridge in a dense
fog there.
The Raymond 'Horner lose Or
It is a wise boy who "vows enough
barges of coal above Sistersville by to laugh at his father's jokes.i
.
running into the island.
The river is rapidly falling, and
Sonic people wish yoo well outwardby the time towboats reach Pittsburg ly and otherwise inwardly.
it will be too low for shipments. A
large quantity of coal is ready to two barges will also be overhauled.
leave there but it will not get out
The Pittsburg and Morgantown
until another rise comes.
paclaet was laid up this week on acThere is a sunken gravel barge count of high water in, the Monon(bout a mile. above Seufretown, -Ky., gahela river, which prevented its
whioh is dangerous to navigation.
ats from passing under the Browna.
boats
11114410114111014111411~141~1411141WINIMPONAMPOINIMIN~0011
The towboat Dolphin No. 3 and ville bridge.
four model barges are at Paducah
The Major Slack and Nellie Engwhere they will reteive a general landnee doing a good towing busioverhauling at the dry docks. The ness between Madisod, Ind., and
dockai. The towboat Burnside and'Kentucky river points.
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Steam and Water Dealing.
Phone 13.3.
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01110 RIVER NOTES.
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No. toz
.8:2o a.m.
s za:os p.m.

SOUTH BOUND

/leave Cincinnati&
Lealre Owensboro

The Courier-Journal says: "Attorney McCready presented a petition
in common pleas court No. 2, before
Judge John D. Shafter, Saturday
signed by nearly aoo residents of
both sides of the Ohio nver, asking
for the appointment of viewers and
the taking of steps toward the opbuilding of a fsoo,000 hedge across
the Ohio river at Sewickley. County
Engineer Charles Davis and Attorneys W. T. Tredssay and George D
Riddle were named as viewers by the
court They will meet near Friday
at to a m. at Lashelle's Ferry at
Sewickley. In the petition it is state •
that there is no bridge between Pittsburg and Rochester, a distance of
twenty-five miles.
The Pittsburg Gazette-Times of
Saturday says: "It was reported yesterday that mates are now compelled
to submit to color tests. Heretofore
the test was confined to pilots. Recently several mates are said to have
been reduced to lower positions because of their failure to identify colors. Rivernien claim the test is unfair. and as• while these men were
able to efistingaish colors the trouble
lay in the fact that they cduld not
name them"
The • towbflat A. R. Budd was
lannched at Pittsburg a few days ago.
A Pittsburg dispatch says: The
Ruth. Ben ditto Jewell and Bessie
Smit' arc engaged in a rate war between Wheeling and Marietta. and
the Ben Hur and Bessie Smith today rnnounced they would carry passengers free of charge.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of Pitasburg and Cincinnati
racket I me a few days ago, the follaw'tig officers were re-elected: Presi.:ent, James A. Herderson; vicerresident. Thonote S. Calhoun; secretary andtreanure• G. W. C. Johnston; generaly freight and passenger
agent, A. J. eiaierson: forecast officer, Theodore C. Poe.

0)1

CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.

rise
Ixave Horse Branch
fall PONTIFF REFUSES TO PERMIT, Leave Central City
CATHOLIC
WORSHIP
UNrise
Leave Nortonville
DER LAWS OF 188z.
fall
41..eave Evansville

The steamer City of Memphis got
out of the Tennessee river last night
and lies here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before skipping out on her
return.
The Dick Fowler gets. out for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight about it.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
Today's boat in the Evansville trade
is the John S. Hopkins.
The Butsorff went to Clarksville
yesterday and coming back tomorrow
skips out immediately for Nashville.
The City of Saltillo leaves St. Louis
today and gets here tomorrow night
en route to the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
tomorrow and gets here Saturday en
route down to Miemphis.
The steamer Chattanooga is due tlft
Isit of this week from Chattanooga,
Her arrival here will close the
Ter
first round trip for her since she entered that business ten days ago.

PRICE $4.00

Offier

fall

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE

220 N. Third

Advertise in the Register and get_results
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NOT YET KNOWN—awing to the enormous task of examanrng the hundreds of lists
our judges have not yet handed in(their decision.
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A Man SOCIAL EVENTS RETAIL Cl4;
ON CALENDAR • NEW OFFICERS
Is a Puzzle When

•

He will tell you he does not want a
present, but he dies tilt the same.
MTHERSON'S DRUG STORE

41041V

for

presents

M'PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE
FOURTH & BROADWAY
..._.•••=1•••••Ing•••••••••

, Breaks: Boys Brown.
_ Ice
Albany, N. Y., Dec. tu.—William
lauster, tiatthew Moss, and George
iflraytein. boys abont 15 years old.
broke through the ice and were
&owned today while skating.
• 11L-IOMMAI
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the Perfume line, both imported and domertic. We are agents
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LOST—Saturday evening. ladyls
Ccrnmittee Selected to Prosecute the
gold
watch and fob, with monograta
Warrant Gotten Out For the
Magazine Club Gathers With Miss
"C. W." Return to this office ant
Weille
Firm.
B.
Anna Webb, Instead of Mrs.
receive reward.
Gardner—Musical by Church.
e•T--ti Union last evThe Retail
FOR Rc.NT—to-room residence
eting tact at the Central Labor Hall' 433 North Seventh. Apply D. A
M. flenry Hughes of West on North Fourth street and elected Flournoy, Phone bt.
firoaderay entertains at cards this the new officers who are to officiate
FOR RENT.-5 room cottage
afternoon in honor of hersister. Miss for the ensuing term. Those chosen
house with bath and sewerage conMary Waller of Isforganfictd. who•is vrtre as follows:
President—Sydney Lesson.
nection 423 Adams street. Apply 302
-visiting here.
President—Charles North Seventh street. Phone 1325.
First
Vice
For Visitor and Bride.
•
aid Harton.
Mesdames M. Lariagstan
WANTED—Local men in every
Second • Vi.:e President—Eugene
Harry Livingston will this afternoon
town in the United States to disentertain at cards at The Standard Pattme.
Financial -Secretary--Claside Bak- tribute advertising matter; no callclub, complimentary to Mrs. Abe Livvassing; permanent'4 daily. Hari
ingston of this city and Mr. Samuel er.
Contris, Chicago.
Treasurer—Clarence Bennett.
Livingston of Mleingltis.
i
These new officials are installed
DelpIslc Club.
furnished
FOR RENT—Nicely
The Delphic club will this morsi‘sf at the meeting to be held the second
at the library building hold its final Monday night in January, at which room all conviences837 Jefferson. '
anti-Christmas session.
time the new president selects the
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, SevMagazine Club.
guide and guard, who are appointive
enth
and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
The Mlagarfne club will meet next offices.
Scott.
Thursday with Mti.“ Anna Webb, at
committee,
selected
a
clerics
The
thc new Smith flats on South Fifth with Mr. Zech Bryant as chairman,
FOR engraved cards, give your
street, instead of with Mrs. W. to pros.ecute the warrant gotten out
Christmas
. orders to Paducah PrintArmour Gardner c;f Fountain avenue yesterday against the B. Weitle
ing and Boolo-Binding Co. Phone you,
Matinee
Maaicale.
4ons clothing establishment, in whicir
The Mlatiriee Musicale club meets this firm is charged with violating th5
FOR U. S. ARMY—
tomorrow afternoon at the Eagles' Sabath by keeping its establishMent - WANTED
nnmarned men between
Able-b•died
Home on Sixth and Broadway.
oren for business of Sundays.
ages of 2! and 35; citizens of United
D. A. R. Meeting.
' The warrant was gotten out yes- States, of good character and temThe Daughters of the American terday by the union members.
perate habits, who can speak, read
Revolution will meet next Wednesday
afternoon with Hrs. Bettie Bucknet
of Eighth and Jefferson streets. The
annual selection of officers iwill be
•kid. this being the session intended
for last week, but whkh. had to be
postponed on account of the absence
from the city at that time of the
regent. Mrs. Hubbard Wells. . Evergreen Circle Dance.
Evergreen circle, WOodmen of the
Wlorld, will entertain tomorrow evening with an iRtitation dance at the
Knights of Pythias hall on Ilioadway
,
near Fifth street.
charming Afternoon..
Very charming and appreciative
was the musicale given yesterday
afternoon at the residence of Wirs
Frank L. Scott of Ninth azei4ladison
strvets by the Church Furnishing societ,y of the Fir.t. Christiait church
many fine numbers were on the
program,'while tempting refreshments
,
4etved.
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IT IS NONE TO EARLY

TO DECIDE

ON

WHAT
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FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS.
THE VARIETY IS GREATER NOW THAN
CHIRSTMAS

RUSH

IS

Cr 1-0
WHEN. THE

ON. UNDOUBTEDLY THE LAW-

ZIT STOCK IN PADUCAH TO SELECT FROM

Nagel eh Meyer
AwiLlits
,-.7••••4 tegi
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FOR

40 YEARS,

and write English. for infirmatimt+ • Many a lo-eafled
charitable man
apply to Recruiting Officer. New draws the line when it comes.
40 bugRichmond House, Paducah, Ky.
trig his wife new clothes.
Expert Accountant.
A womaihseldom listens tp a man's
ll post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or die explanationhet it makes her angry
lie refuses to offer one.
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 FraArnity building.
If a girl can pass the thireieth anniversary of her birth without
being
AXIVERTISi IN THE REGISTER detected she begins to look upon the
family record as ancient bistory.—
SAND GET RESULTS.
Chicago /ger.

TNICORPORATED.

_Office and Elevator 2nd & Otto

f/ ;

"

TO

GIVE CHRISTMAS. TO THE VARIOUS MEMBERS OR YOUR

FOR HE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
REAL
TRADEWATER
C OA L
PITTSBURG
est
. Kentucky Coal Co.

Whiny other beautiful things in

' for the

POPULAR WANTS.

WANTED—Board and room with
family of eulture and refinement for
single gentleman with good refer-.
ences.
All conveniences. Answer imHELD
DURING
*RS. HENRY HUGH ES WILL ELECTIONS
mediately, X, care Register, stating
MEETING
LAST
EVTHE
ENTERTAIN FOR HER
terms.
ENING
SISTER.

It Comes To
Christmas

makes a specialty of

r
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